READING DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODES (DTCs)—DC, EL AND TT MODEL TRUCKS

1. Turn the ignition to the ON position. Do not start the engine.

2. Locate the data-link connector under the driver’s-side instrument panel (dash). Select the appropriate truck below to view the data-link connector location under the dash.
   - DC-J
   - All Other DC, EL and TT Models

3. Insert the MaxiScan OBD II Scan Tool into the data-link connector and wait for the screen to display C.A.N. OBD2 (Figure 1). Press the ENTER button and wait several seconds for the screen to display the menu as shown in Figure 2.
   
   NOTE: If the screen will not turn on, check the truck’s cigarette lighter or data-link connector fuse.

4. Press the ENTER button to select DTC. The total number of the fault codes and pending codes will be displayed, e.g., two fault codes and three pending codes (Figure 3).

5. Press the ENTER button. The first fault code will be displayed on the first line of the screen. The second line displays the current number and the total number of the codes stored, e.g., 01/05 (Figure 4). Press the SCROLL button to view the remaining codes.
6. Record the fault codes on the Level 2 Inspection Sheet.
   **NOTE:** Alternately, use a mobile device, e.g., smartphone, tablet or laptop while in the truck to enter the fault codes on the Check Diagnostic Codes Web page and take the action instructed.

7. Turn the ignition to the OFF position and remove the MaxiScan OBD II Scan Tool from the data-link connector.

8. If not completed in Step 6, enter the fault codes on the Check Diagnostic Codes Web page and take the action instructed.

If you have any questions or comments about these instructions, contact the Repair Hotline at the U-Haul Technical Center, at 1-866-295-6425 or Repair_hotline@uhaul.com.
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